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Abstract: Bit by bit, a data-intensive substrate for education is being designed, plumbed in and 
switched on, powered by digital data from an expanding sensor array, data science and artificial 
intelligence. The configurations of educational institutions, technologies, scientific practices, 
ethics policies and companies can be usefully framed as the emergence of a new “knowledge 
infrastructure” (Paul Edwards).  

The idea that we may be transitioning into significantly new ways of knowing – about 
learning and learners – is both exciting and daunting, because new knowledge infrastructures 
redefine roles and redistribute power, raising many important questions. For instance, assuming 
that we want to shape this infrastructure, how do we engage with the teams designing the 
platforms our schools and universities may be using next year? Who owns the data and 
algorithms, and in what senses can an analytics/AI-powered learning system be ‘accountable’? 
How do we empower all stakeholders to engage in the design process? Since digital 
infrastructure fades quickly into the background, how can researchers, educators and learners 
engage with it mindfully? If we want to work in “Pasteur’s Quadrant” (Donald Stokes), we must 
go beyond learning analytics that answer research questions, to deliver valued services to 
frontline educational users: but how are universities accelerating the analytics innovation to 
infrastructure transition?  

Wrestling with these questions, the learning analytics community has evolved since its 
first international conference in 2011, at the intersection of learning and data science, and an 
explicit concern with those human factors, at many scales, that make or break the design and 
adoption of new educational tools. We are forging open source platforms, links with commercial 
providers, and collaborations with the diverse disciplines that feed into educational data science. 
In the context of ICLS, our dialogue with the learning sciences must continue to deepen to 
ensure that together we influence this knowledge infrastructure to advance the interests of all 
stakeholders, including learners, educators, researchers and leaders.  

Speaking from the perspective of leading an institutional analytics innovation centre, I 
hope that our experiences designing code, competencies and culture for learning analytics sheds 
helpful light on these questions.  
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